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Leading Change It has been less than nine months since the Member Federations elected me to lead European Athletics from 2015 to 2019. In that period the Council, our professional staff and the volunteers appointed to advise and assist us have begun working together on the many changes needed to transform our organisation, secure its future and help position our federations and the sport for long-term success. We have also had to face some very serious challenges to our sport’s integrity and image. A point I stressed throughout my campaign for the presidency was leadership. For me, one of the most important aspects of leadership is accountability. I believe the Member Federations must know and understand what their President and Council are doing on their behalf. This is especially true in tough and uncertain times. Accountability is also essential for building and maintaining the trust required for real teamwork in a diverse organisation like ours. With this in mind, I am offering this brief overview of European Athletics’ activities up to the end of the first calendar year of my mandate. The focus is on the progress we have made towards realising the five-part agenda of priorities outlined in my election manifesto ‘Leading Change’. Much has already been covered on the European Athletics website or in the Inside Track newsletter, but I think it important to bring the main points together.
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You will see that we have made good starts on many of the projects I promised and that there are points that remain to be addressed in 2016. In general, I am happy with what we have achieved in such a short space of time but I realise there remain tough challenges and much hard work ahead. I hope this report, and those I intend to make annually for the rest of my mandate, will underline the seriousness with which I take the responsibility of the office I was elected to and answer any general questions about the work we have done to date. If more detailed information is required, I invite you to contact me, our CEO Christian Milz or any of the members of our Executive Board. Thank you very much for your interest and support.



Svein Arne Hansen President
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Our Athletics From one point of view, 2015 was a good year for both the sport of athletics and European Athletics in particular. August’s IAAF World Championships in Athletics was arguably the best-ever edition of the event. The performances on the track, field and road were spectacular and, even though the rest of the world is catching up to us, Europe just managed to maintain its position as the Area group with the most medals. In the days preceding the championships the IAAF elected a new president and a Council with very strong representation from Europe, opening a new era of leadership and opportunity for the sport. During those days in Beijing I felt a great sense of optimism and hope. In 2015 we in European Athletics delivered our programme of events to the highest standards, starting with a wonderful indoor championship in Prague and finishing with the very successful cross country championships in Hyères. We too elected a new leadership team. It quickly made significant changes to our commissions, all of which got to work on the ambitious agenda of change to the high-performance and athletics community pillars of our sport that is described in this report. Other positive news included the welcoming of Kosovo as a new Member Federation, the start of construction on our new headquarters building, a great Convention in Lausanne, and more than 70 expressions of interest in hosting our future events. The Council’s award of the 2017 European Cross Country Championships to Šamorin/ SVK led to the national television network agreeing for the first time to purchase the
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rights to the whole European Athletics package of events. On my travels as president I was warmly received at every stop, demonstrating clearly that both European Athletics and our sport are held in high esteem. In fact, I can say that throughout the year there was a lot of positive energy inside European Athletics and goodwill towards us and what we are trying to accomplish. But, sadly, there is another view of the year. The second half of 2015 was overshadowed by extremely serious scandals about doping and the integrity of some of athletics’ leaders at the world level. What is good and valuable about our sport - the reasons why most of us



love it and chose to devote our time to it – was lost beneath a damning report from the World Anti-Doping Agency, criminal investigations and a general frenzy in the media. The reality is that even though European Athletics is not involved or implicated, the public does not differentiate between the levels or organisations in athletics and our image has been damaged along with the rest of the sport. As I write this, the situation is still very fluid and it is hard to predict what will happen next. There may well be more bad news and dark days before we will be able to see any results or progress from our efforts to rebuild trust and credibility.
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What can be said is that with new leadership at both the IAAF and European Athletics we have perhaps the best opportunity we will get to make needed reforms to how we govern our sport at the national and international levels and to enhance the product of athletics. “Change or be changed” were the words of IOC President Thomas Bach when he addressed the European Athletics Convention in October. This is our chance. We should start by calmly reflecting on what athletics really means – including competition, fair play, health & fitness, personal development – and what each of us can do as a custodian of the sport to ensure that we offer even greater value to participants of all ages, audiences and partners and thereby fulfil European Athletics’ ‘Your Sport for Life’ promise.
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It is also the time for us to sharpen our communications about the core values of athletics and how the sport has long led the fight against doping – whether it be in terms of numbers of doping control tests, the introduction of biological passports, the call for stronger penalties or the new measures we are currently developing. I believe in athletics and I am confident that if we stand together the sport can and will weather the current storm, implement real change and emerge better, stronger and more popular than ever. To this end I will ensure that in the coming months and years European Athletics lends its full support to the IAAF and President Coe, to the Russian athletics federation and to any other Member Federation where reform is the priority. Moreover, I will push all parts of our organisation to deliver on their responsibilities for the good of athletics.  
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My Vision In my election manifesto, ‘Leading Change’, I wrote about a vision that includes real differences in the organisation that is European Athletics, how it functions and its internal culture. This, of course, will always be a work in progress but I am pleased to report that in 2015 we really have worked as a team to achieve the points that follow. For the first time ever, steps were taken to ensure that the interests of Europe and its Member Federations are best represented at the IAAF level: • All European candidates for the IAAF Council were invited to the Area Meeting in Beijing to present their candidatures directly to the Member Federations before the voting at the IAAF elections. • Once elected, the European members of the IAAF Council were invited to meet with the European Athletics



Council to coordinate positions on key issues such as integrity, vest advertising and the international competition system. This meeting will become an annual fixture. A special project team did a great job revamping the European Athletics Convention to promote dialogue between Member Federations and other groups in the sport: • Keynote addresses by high-profile speakers from outside European Athletics (IOC President Thomas Bach, IAAF President Sebastian Coe and EOC President Patrick Hickey). • A more interactive format for the Member Federation Leaders Forum, which this year was focused on two of our biggest projects: the restructure of the international competition system and the creation of a development support system.
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The Council approved a complete restructure of our commissions and how they work to meet our current needs:



The Council approved measures to enhance corporate governance by increasing transparency:



• Assignment of new names and sharper briefs for the Development Commission (now called Member Federation Development) and the Competition Commission (now called Event & Competition).



• All Council members will be required to submit a register of interests.



• Elimination of four commissions (Cross Country, Mountain Running, Race Walking, Education) and integration of their responsibilities into the remaining commissions.



‘Leading Change’ also emphasised communications. I wrote that I would use the office of President to be strong voice for athletics in Europe, something we were lacking in the past, and to improve all other aspects of our communications. Actions taken in the first year include the following points.



• Creation of a Strategic Communications Commission and a Business & Marketing Commission to address areas important for making European Athletics more dynamic and commercially oriented. • Encouragement to the commission chairs to appoint small expert groups to advise them on specific topics or areas. • Use of cross-commission teams reporting to the Executive Board and Council to deliver approved projects.
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• Secret ballots in the Council have been eliminated and all decisions to be by a show of hands.



When the doping scandal was breaking during the summer, our communications team used traditional media releases, our European Athletics website and interviews with important media outlets to put my voice among the first anywhere to articulate athletics’ positions and call on the IAAF to take appropriate action. Since then, I have continued to speak out about concerns, ideas and support as appropriate on behalf
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of European Athletics. These statements have attracted a lot of interest across Europe and further afield. The feedback we have received has been overwhelmingly positive, with many federation leaders expressing thanks for the positions taken and, just as importantly, for the fact that they were taken publically. Our proactive approach and clarity on these issues has helped to open dialogues with partners with an interest not only in integrity but also in working together for the general success of athletics, including the European Commissioner for Sport, Dr Tibor Navracsics, the President of the World Anti-Doping Agency, Sir Craig Reedie, the UNESCO Director General, Dr Irina Bokova, the President of the European Olympic Committees, Patrick Hickey, and, of course, the new President of the IAAF, Sebastian Coe.



We opened new lines of communication and laid the foundation for increased visibility by reaching out to engage 116 road races and 300,000 participants in the 1st European Week of Sport, an event promoted by the European Commission. Our efforts demonstrated European Athletics’ delivery capabilities and were much appreciated by Commissioner Navracsics. We are planning to step up our support 2016 to consolidate the awareness created, strengthen the relationship with the Commission and promote our activities in the mass participation running market. The efforts put into dialogue with our existing partners have helped consolidate these important relationships. It is particularly pleasing that our discussions with the European Broadcasting Union have already led to their strong expression of interest in extending the current contract beyond 2019 with an increased financial offer.
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We have also tried to promote better internal communication by simply listening to our Member Federations, learning about their specific hopes and challenges and bringing them into the common effort. I have been to no less than 32 European countries in the first eight months of my presidency (don’t worry, I have promised to visit the other 19 at least once before the end of my mandate). I have always travelled with other members of the Executive Board or senior staff and I have encouraged them to work directly with the Member Federations to enhance the dialogue and cooperation we need to succeed. Finally, those of you who are Facebook members will know that I am regularly using it to document not just my travels but also the important meetings and interactions taking place during my visits. I am still a beginner with selfies and the social media, but my experience so far has
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been very positive. Perhaps the biggest surprise has been the feedback from young people who have taken a healthy interest in the inner-workings of our organisation and sport, something that is essential for our future success. One of our priorities in the coming years will be to build a stronger social media strategy that will bring in more energy and ideas for developing athletics and meeting the expectations of future generations. To sum up, in less than nine months Eu  ropean Athletics is starting to feel like a different organisation – structurally, functionally and culturally. For me, the most satisfying elements of the change are the new sense of team and teamwork and the general moral. We have a lot of work in front of us but I am convinced our sport has a lot of great people at all levels and I feel that in 2015 we really began to move as one.
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Priority Agenda 2015 to 2019



Member Federations



Relevance



Commercial Strength



Competition



Athletes
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Member Federations Among the first decisions of the newly-elected Council was to re-appoint Vice President Jean Gracia as Chairman of the Development Commission and add the words Member Federation to the name of the Commission, reflecting a sharpened focus for its work. The new Commission got off to a flying start on its big and important agenda, which includes overseeing the European Athletics Education Programme, and it appointed a number of expert groups to advise it, and the Council, on specific topics over the coming years. There was also good work from other areas of the organisation to meet the targets set out in ‘Leading Change’.



Projects where we made progress in 2015 New team uniform advertisement rules: At a special meeting with the European Athletics Council in November, the European Members of the IAAF Council agreed that helping federations to maximise sponsor income possibilities is a top priority. A proposal to change the permitted number and size of uniform advertisements at international events has been put forward by the Spanish federation and we expect a positive decision when it is discussed at the next meeting of the IAAF Council.
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Strategy for accessing EU project funding: After meeting with Commissioner Navracsics in September we have a solid relationship and a better understanding of the opportunities available to Member Federations that are both inside and outside the European Union. We are currently developing plans for project applications to the Erasmus+ programme starting in 2016 and workshops to help Member Federations prepare and coordinate additional applications. Customised Support Programmes: During October’s Member Federation Leaders Forum in Lausanne a major project to design and implement individualised support packages for the Member Federations was announced. The project team has already started a one-year data gathering exercise, utilising interviews, surveys and other research tools, to build our understanding of each federation’s strengths, weaknesses and needs before the new system is announced in the autumn of 2016.



Projects to address in 2016 Coordinated marketing of the athletics brand: This project will be on the 2016 agenda of the Business & Marketing Commission and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward to report by the end of the year.
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Commercial Strength Perhaps the most important step the Council took in this area during 2015 was the creation of the Business & Marketing Commission, which is led by Vice President Frank Hensel and includes top commercial minds from inside and outside our sport. This Commission has a challenging agenda that includes working with our new agency, European Athletics Marketing AG and with our other commissions to identify income opportunities for all levels of the sport. At the same time it was getting started, the Executive Board and others were making progress on ‘Leading Change’ targets.



Projects where we made progress in 2015 Promotional measures for years without major events in Europe: Work on this project was a bright spot in 2015. Led by the Chairman of the Event & Competition Commission, Toralf Nilsson, we are currently making good progress in discussions with the USA federation about creating a Europe vs USA match for 2019 and beyond. Though nothing has been agreed, we expect to make an announcement on what could be a very strong promotional tool and commercial property in the first half of 2016. Support for host cities: Work on this project includes a number of aspects, which are being developed by different groups within European Athletics and are progressing each at its own pace. The furthest along has been the organisation of a mass participation road race that will link next year’s European Athletics championships with the Running for All programme covered in the ‘Relevance’ section.
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PR, digital and social media strategy: In addition to greatly increasing website traffic related to European Athletics events – individual users for our U23 Championships and Junior Championships in 2014 were up from the previous editions by 128% and 130%, respectively – our Communications Department has introduced new social media tools like “Snappy TV” and made greater use of Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. It brought together all the Member Federation Communications Managers for a seminar in October and is now working with them on a campaign to jointly promote the stars from each nation in the run-up to Amsterdam 2016 and Rio using video content to maximise reach on social media.



Projects to address in 2016 Non-stop public research: This project will be on the 2016 agenda of our two new commissions, Business & Marketing and Strategic Communications, and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward to report by the end of the year. media channels.
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Athletes Delivering the priority projects in this area, which are mainly about creating opportunities for talented athletes to both excel and demonstrate their commitment to our sport, will involve our Athletes Commission plus all of the other commissions appointed for the 2015 to 2019 period. In addition to two big projects mentioned below, our focus this year has been on coordination of the different groups and management of the ideas emerging. Good lines of communication have been opened, giving us high hopes for substantial progress on several fronts in 2016.



Projects where we made progress in 2015 Anti-doping education and “driver’s license”: From the scandals our sport faced in 2015, it was clear that values and ethics have not been stressed enough and this project moved to the top of the agenda. Our idea of making completion of a values-based educational programme an entry condition for European championships has received support from inside and outside the sport. Our Medical & Anti-Doping Commission Chairman, Dr Pedro Branco has enthusiastically taken on the project. Among the challenges faced is the question of the multiple language translations that will be required but we are confident this can be met and that European Athletics will be a world leader in this area. European-only events in one-day meetings: The idea of this point, which is being addressed within the project to change the qualification system for the European Athletics Championships (see ‘Competition’ section), is to help with the development of elite European athletes. I expect a proposal will be considered by the Council in the spring of 2016.
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Projects to address in 2016 Financial incentives for European Athletics Championships: This topic will be on the 2016 agenda of two commissions, Business & Marketing and Event & Competition, and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward by the end of the year. New opportunities for U23 athletes: This topic will be on the 2016 agenda of the Event & Competition Commission and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward to report by the end of the year. Post-career scholarships: This topic will be on the 2016 agenda of the Executive Board and Council and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward to report by the end of the year. Athlete ambassadors: This topic will be on the 2016 agenda of the Executive Board and Council and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward to report by the end of the year.  
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Competition Much of our time in 2015 has been spent on the detail of an agreement, signed just before I took office, committing us to integrate our European Athletics Championships within the multi-sport European Sports Championships broadcast package. My focus has been on preserving the identity and maximising the value of our crown jewel while meeting the expectations of our partner the European Broadcasting Union, which is strongly behind the concept. Parallel to this our Event & Competition Commission, chaired by Council member Toralf Nilsson, set up project teams to work on targets set out in ‘Leading Change’.



Projects where we made progress in 2015 Integrated major events system: The project team started gathering opinions and comments in order to build a European consensus on the changes required to the international system and began working with the IAAF groups currently addressing questions in this area. Our expectations for 2016 are a clarification of Europe’s common position and regular updates on what is likely to be a very complex process. Calendar linking one-day meetings and championships: The project team’s task of designing a new qualification system for the European Athletics Championships based on the one-day meetings is already more advanced than the international system project as the work and decisions are almost entirely within our control. We are expecting a proposal to be ready in 2016 for the Council to decide on in time for implementation in 2018.
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Restructured European Team Championships: The project team’s third main work package is also well advanced and we are expecting a proposal to be ready in 2016 for Council to decide on in time for implementation in 2017. New and special events: The Council approved the proposal to support a championship of the smaller nations in the Olympic years (when there is not European Team Championships). The first edition will be staged in 2016 in Malta with 18 federations participating. In addition, we made good progress on the creation of a new Europe vs USA match (see ‘Commercial Strength’) and have had preliminary discussions on other new events that will be advanced enough to report on in 2016.



Projects to address in 2016 Improved timetable and event presentation: This project will be on the 2016 agenda of the Event & Competition Commission and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward to report by the end of the year.
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Relevance The importance of developing policies and tools that will help our Member Federations and their clubs and other grassroots organisations to offer new services to society in their countries and deliver on our ‘Your Sport for Life’ promise cannot be overstressed. It is a key to the sport adapting for success in the future. Our work in 2015 on projects from ‘Leading Change’ has involved the Member Federation Development Commission and several other groups in our organisation and it will be an ongoing challenge to drive and coordinate.



Projects where we made progress in 2015 Services for runners: A major accomplishment this year was the launch of our Road Race Quality and Safety Standards System, which has firmly established European Athletics and the participating Member Federations in the mass participation market. We anticipate this position will strengthen in 2016 as more federations and races come into the system and we launch a second project in this area: a multi-city 10km challenge series for recreational runners. School and club programmes: With helping federations strengthen the grassroots of the sport in their countries in mind, we staged our biggest-ever conference in November to address clubs systems and youth athletics. The conference was accompanied by a major research project, the findings of which will be published in early 2016. In addition to exchanging a wide range of best practice ideas, the 140 conference participants expressed their views in a joint statement that will be studied by our Member Federation Development Commission in 2016. Improved links with the Masters Athletics movement: Meetings with the leadership of the European Masters Athletics Association have strengthened the relationship and initiated work designed to create closer integration at the national level. We also had feasibility discussions about linking Masters’ competitions with European Athletics events, most likely starting with road races. We are expecting updates in 2016.
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Projects to address in 2016 Health & Fitness programmes: This topic will be on the 2016 agenda of the Member Federation Development Commission and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward to report by the end of the year. Young volunteers programme: This topic will be on the 2016 agenda of the Member Federation Development Commission and we expect to have a clearer idea of the way forward to report by the end of the year.
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